The prestressing force is transferred to the concrete during the slack period of precast concrete structures fabrication. To contribute to a better understanding of the armor compliant behaviors during the mentioned process, a custom quasidistributed Bragg Grating optical fiber sensor system is designed, fabricated and embedded into a prestressed concrete prismatic beam. The experimental works, the results, their discussion and finally the obtained conclusions are presented in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
In the construction of precast concrete structures the armor is prestressed prior to the concreting process. Once the concrete is hardened and it has gained the adequate strength, the armor is slacked. During the slacking period, the prestressing force initially applied to the armor is transferred by adhesion to the concrete. The armor compliant behavior is something that, up today, has not been properly studied due to the fact that low reliable and low precision techniques are commonly used. The adherent nature of a prestressed reinforcement is defined through the conventional anchor length (Ls) after the unstressing fabrication process. As illustrated in Figure 1 , conventional anchoring length Ls, in short, is defined as the length of the coating required to ensure the transmission of the maximum prestressing force which occurs on the concrete by releasing the ends of the reinforcement, initially tensioned to 80% of its nominal breaking load. The standard UNE 7-436-82 "Bond test of steels wires for presstresed concrete" [1] indicates the methodology for determining this parameter and the validity criterion. The method proposed in the reference standard for determining the anchorage length consists in measuring the penetration length of each of the reinforcements of the concrete section after releasing the armor stress. This measurement was repeated after 1, 6, 24 and 168 hours. But these measurements are done actually with very traditional procedures: Several points are marked on the bean surface and their separation changes are followed (measured) during the slacking period of the beam fabrication process. This, today commonly used method, is unable to get real measurements of the inner part of the beam and, in addition, some measurements errors are commonly committed.
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